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This chapter contains an overview of the modifications made to the
Keysight M8085A MIPI C-PHY Editor v2.1 to v2.5.
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Overview

The M8070A software has an add-on MIPI C-PHY Ed itor that generates
C-PHY signals so as to test the DUTs that are compatible to this new
standard.

The new version of the C-PHY Editor has several modifications when
compared with its older versions. Broadly, some of the significant changes
seen in the new version, which are described in detail in the further
sections, are:

• Several modifications have been made to the user interface.

• Instead of multiple instances, single instance of the C-PHY Editor
plug-in can now generate signals for multiple lanes.

• Settings such as amplifier settings, high speed termination, low power
termination and sampling rate are not visible on the user interface
anymore. The C-PHY Editor plug-in automatically calculates the values
for these settings.

• Changing the value of any parameter on the user interface does not
perform waveform calculation automatically anymore. You must
explicitly request for a waveform calculation by clicking the Apply
button on the user interface.

• Complex sequencing is enabled to create valid CSI and DSI video frame
data. However, backward compatibility for pattern and sequences is
also made available by supporting pattern files (*.ptrn) separately and
also through definition in the sequence (*.seq) files. The language for
sequence and pattern is now the same as that for the D-PHY Editor.

• Some SCPI commands have been added, modified, replaced or
removed. Table 1 shows a list of indicators given in this guide against
each SCPI command, to identify the impact to each command due to
the transition.

Table 1 List of ind icators against each SCPI command

Ind icator Description

Available Command remains same as in the previous version

Deprecated Command is no longer available
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License Requirement for MIPI C-PHY Editor Plug-in

The licenses to install the M8085A MIPI C-PHY Editor plugins are:

M8085A-CT1, M8085A-CN1, or M8085A-CD1, in combination with 
M8085CUEA-1TP, M8085CUEA-1NP, M8085CUCA-1TP, or 
M8085CUCA-1NP as upgrade option

OR

M8085CE1A-1TP, M8085CE1A-1NP, or M8085CE1A-TRL

Different Mechanism Functional ity of the feature is available with a
different mechanism and SCPI commands

Different SCPI Functional ity of the feature is available with a
different SCPI command

Future Support Command unavailable in the current version but will
be made available in the future versions.

Ind icator Description

NOTE
The M8085A MIPI C-PHY Editor plugin’s Network license is compatible
with the both l icense types of the Keysight M8070A software, that is,
Network  l icense  (M8070A-0NP)  and  Transpor tab le  l i cense
(M8070A-0TP). For the M8085A MIPI C-PHY Ed itor plugin’s Network
license to work, there is no need to install Keysight M8070A software's
Network license (M8070A-0NP) separately in case only the Transportable
license (M8070A-0TP) is installed.
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Changes in User Interface

The C-PHY Editor user interface has now been redesigned to a large
extent. The user interface is divided into two segments: Connection Setup
and Waveform Generation. The interface for Connection Setup enables
you to configure an instrument so that the C-PHY Editor plug-in can be
connected to the instrument. After the connections are set up, the
interface switches to the Waveform Generation window, which includes
all C-PHY related settings.

User Interface for Connection Setup

Figure 1 shows the default window of the C-PHY Editor user interface,
which is used to set up connections.

Figure 1 Connection Setup in the new C-PHY Editor user interface
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The distinctive modifications done in the redesigned C-PHY Editor user
interface for Connection Setup are:

1 Multiple lanes can now be controlled using a single instance of the
C-PHY Editor plug-in. However, you may still use multiple instances of
the C-PHY Editor as used in the previous versions, to perform various
actions, such as generating distinct C-PHY signals.

2 Automatic connections to instruments using the C-PHY Editor are not
supported in the new version. You may choose to connect to the
instruments or even disconnect from the instruments at any point in
time.

3 In the Connection Setup interface, a drop-down option is added that
allows you to select the number of lanes. Depending on the selected
number of lanes and the AWG Model, the text fields for various settings
appear that must be filled.

Figure 2 Setting connection for a two-lane C-PHY signal

For example, as shown in Figure 2, to generate a two-lane C-PHY
signal, you must enter the AWG Host IP address, the AWG HiSlip for
each lane where the lane signal will be generated and also the HiSlip
of the Clock Sync module, which is responsible for the synchronization
of the AWG modules.
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User Interface for Waveform Generation

Figure 3 shows the window of the C-PHY Editor user interface, which is
used for generation of the C-PHY waveform.

Figure 3 Waveform generation in the new C-PHY Editor user interface

The distinctive modifications done in the redesigned C-PHY Editor user
interface for waveform generation are:

1 Unlike the previous versions, all C-PHY settings in the redesigned
version of the C-PHY Editor user interface, do not appear listed
exclusively in the Parameters panel anymore. Instead, the most
relevant settings such as those for Data Pattern and Data Rates &
Transition Times are displayed under the central panel of the interface.
Other settings for Signal Levels, Jitter, Disturbances, Skew, Protocol,
Intersymbol Interference, Signal Interference and Delay can be
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accessed in the Parameters panel, when you click the corresponding
button under the Signal Modifications & Impairments area.

2 The Start  button on the toolbar does not trigger waveform
calculation anymore. Now, this button enables you to start the
connected AWGs.

3 To initiate waveform calculation, you must click the Apply button on
the toolbar. Also, any change in the C-PHY settings does not trigger
waveform calculation automatically anymore. Changes made to the
C-PHY settings are only taken into account after you click the Apply
button.
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New features in the User Interface

The new version of the C-PHY Editor plug-in has some new key features
that have been introduced that enhance the overall functionality of the
C-PHY Editor.

1 When you select multiple lanes especially for the M8195A AWG, you
may now configure the Signal Levels either for a specific data lane or
line or common signal levels for all data lanes and lines. For individual
data lanes or lines, you may set a specific value, which may be different
than the rest of the data lanes or lines, respectively. The C-PHY Editor
plug-in considers the configured value for the specific data lane or line
when performing waveform calculation. However, if you configure
certain signal levels for all data lanes or lines and perform a waveform
calculation, the C-PHY Editor plug-in overrides any custom value set
for a specific data lane or line in that scenario. To understand these
features, see “Setting different signal levels for lanes and lines” on
page 28.

2 To ensure proper utilization of the available resources, the C-PHY
Editor plug-in has introduced the AUX Channel feature where you may
configure any of the unused AWG channels to function in a certain
way. To understand this feature, see “AUX Channel” on page 50.

3 A new Data Pattern Mode called Frames is introduced in the C-PHY
Editor plug-in, which allows you to define a sequence file with the aim
to create valid video frame data based on the CSI and DSI protocols.
To understand this feature, see “Loading complex sequences for CSI
and DSI video frames” on page 18.

4 To define the gain by which the MIPI C-PHY Editor plug-in must
amplify the transition bit of the signal, the TX EQ parameter has been
added to the Signal Levels settings. The range for TX EQ can be set
from 0 dB to -10 dB (only negative values). You may modify the values
either in the Parameters panel of the MIPI C-PHY Editor user interface
or to change it via a SCPI command, see “New SCPI Commands” on
page 87.

5 Entirely new SCPI commands have been added to support the features
listed above and even for the modifications made to the user interface
overall. To view the list of such commands, see “New SCPI Commands”
on page 87.

The next section describes in detail specific features of the C-PHY Editor
user interface where modifications or additions have been done. 
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Connection to instruments

To connect to an instrument,

• you must ensure that all settings pertaining to the selected AWG model
are entered correctly,

• use a single instance of the C-PHY Editor plug-in to generate signals
for one or more lanes instead of multiple instances. See Figure 4,

• click the Connect button on the interface or run the SCPI Commands
for connection to instruments.

Figure 4 Setting multiple lanes in a single C-PHY Editor instance

The C-PHY Editor plug-in can operate without connecting to real
instruments. When you select the Offl ine Mode check-box, the C-PHY
Editor skips the connection to the instruments, allowing you to operate the
plug-in a simulation environment.
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Waveform generation using Apply

To trigger waveform calculation, click the Apply button or run the SCPI
Command for Waveform generation using Apply.

The behavior of the Start  and Stop  buttons and the corresponding
SCPI commands have been modified to control the start and stop
mechanism respectively for the AWGs.
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Setting Pattern and Sequence

Along with processing simple pattern files (*.ptrn) and data files (*.dat) for
waveform calculation, the new version of the C-PHY Editor plug-in is now
also capable of generating valid video frame data, in compliance with
either the CSI protocol or the DSI protocol. The option to select either CSI
or DSI packet generation has now been made available in the C-PHY
Editor user interface.

The section below briefly explains the structures of simple and complex
sequence files. Refer to the Keysight M8085A MIPI C-PHY Editor User
Guide for more information on pattern files and sequence files and how to
load these files into the user interface of the C-PHY Editor plug-in for
waveform calculation.

You may also run SCPI Commands for setting Pattern and Sequence.

Loading complex sequences for CSI and DSI video frames

In the Mode: area under Data Pattern, the option Frames is a new feature
that enables the use of complex sequence files to generate valid
image/video frame data in CSI or DSI format.

To load a sequence file into the C-PHY Editor user interface,

• in the Data Pattern section, from the options for Mode:, select Frames.

• from the options for Protocol:, select either CSI or DSI, depending on
the packet structure you require.

• in the Sequence field that appears, click Browse... to navigate to the
sequence file on your computer. See Figure 5.

Figure 5 Loading a sequence file in the Frame mode of the user 

The new version of the C-PHY Editor plug-in supports complex sequence
files and is no longer limited to the sequence structure as shown in
Figure 6 and Figure 7.
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Figure 6 Pattern Loop Type

To define a sequence, declare the pattern blocks and sequence
instructions in a text file. 

To achieve a Pattern Loop type (represented in Figure 6) that was
supported by the older version of the C-PHY Editor, you may define a
sequence file that has the following text:

Note that the new version also supports loading pattern files that contain
line states as defined in the older version of the C-PHY Editor.

To load pattern files that contain line states, you may create a sequence
file (in the text format) by defining the folder navigation path to the pattern
files, as shown below.

Blocks:
Init: <Pattern>
Loop: <Pattern>

Sequence:
1. Init, 1;
2. Data, 1;
LoopTo 2;

Blocks:
Init: P''<pathtofile>InitPattern.ptrn''
Data: P''<pathtofile>LoopPattern.ptrn''

Sequence:
1. Init, 1;
2. Data, 1;
LoopTo 2;
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To achieve the PRBS Loop Type, which is represented in Figure 7, you may
use the same sequence file shown above along with declaring a “Data”
block with a PRBS9 pattern. 

Figure 7 PRBS Loop Type

The PRBS can be initialized with a custom seed (for example, 0x2789a). An
example of a sequence file containing a PRBS9 looped block is shown
below. Similarly, PRBS11 or PRBS18 patterns can be generated by
replacing PRBS9 with PRBS11 or PRBS18 respectively.

Since the C-PHY Editor plug-in supports complex sequences to achieve a
CSI or DSI video frame data, you require a video frame loop type,
represented in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Complex HS video data loop type

Blocks:
Init: <Pattern>, LPHS
Data: PRBS9(0x2789a)

Sequence:
1. Init, 1;
2. Data, 1;
LoopTo 2;
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An example of a sequence file that supports video frame data for CSI is:

Figure 9 Sequence file structure for CSI video frames

For the sequence structure shown in Figure 9, with the protocol selected
as CSI, the waveform calculation using the C-PHY Editor plug-in
generates a CSI-compliant waveform.

An example of a sequence file that supports video frame data for DSI is:

Figure 10 Sequence file structure for DSI video frames
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With the protocol selected as DSI, the waveform calculation using the
C-PHY Editor plug-in generates a DSI-compliant waveform.

Structure of the Sequence File

Figure 9 and Figure 10 display the sequence file structures for generating
CSI and DSI video frames, respectively, using the MIPI C-PHY Editor
plug-in user interface. However, the sequence file structure shown in the
examples above are that from the D-PHY Editor. As mentioned in the
Overview section of this guide, the language used for the sequence and
pattern is the same for both C-PHY Editor and D-PHY Editor. Therefore,
you may use the same sequence structure to generate CSI/DSI video
frames using the C-PHY Editor plug-in.

However, even though the Low Power modes in C-PHY and D-PHY are
identical, the C-PHY LP Mode uses 3-wire states as compared to D-PHY,
which uses 2-wire states. Accordingly, while the sequence files used in
D-PHY Editor for most patterns can be used in the C-PHY Editor, some
sequence file structures for the C-PHY Editor are modified to reflect the
changes in the LP states in accordance with the wire states.

Consider the following structure of the sequence file for the C-PHY Editor.

Notice the differences in the structure shown above and the structure
shown in Figure 10. The areas of difference are:

1 Generally, the LP block format in the sequence structure for C-PHY
Editor is LPxyzNn; where x, y and z are either 0 or 1, depending on the

HSFreq: 200MBit/s;

Blocks:
LPInit: LPB"HSyncEnd.txt", LP111E13728;
HSyncBTA: B"HSyncEnd.txt", C14000, LP111N10,LP100,LP000,LP100,LP000,LPVME12000,LP111E12736;B"HSYncStart.txt",LP11E13728;
HSync: B"HSyncEnd.txt",LP111E12736,B"HSyncStart.txt",LP111E13728;
VSyncStart: B"HSyncEnd.txt",LP111E12736,B"VSyncStart.txt",LP111E13728;
VSyncEnd: B"HSyncEnd.txt",LP111E12736,B"VSyncEnd.txt",LP111E13728;
Data: B"HSyncEnd.txt",LP111E960,PRBS9(0x2789a), P"Video480pPRBSPat.ptrn", B''Video480pHSyncStart.txt'',LP111E13728;

Sequence:
1 LPInit,1;
2 HSync,8;
3 VSyncStart,1;
4 HSync,5;
5 VSyncEnd,1;
6 HSync,29;
7 Data,480;
8 HSyncBTA,1;
LoopTo 2;
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desired LP state. The Block contains LP states in the format LP111,
LP100 and so on, which indicate the 3-wire state in the C-PHY LP
Mode. Even though the sequence files used in D-PHY Editor for most
patterns can be used in the C-PHY Editor as well, there is no need for
you to manually modify the sequence files to suit the required format.
The LP11 state in D-PHY sequence files can be used as-is in the
sequence file structure in C-PHY and does not have to be replaced
with LP111. Similarly, the LP10, LP01 and LP00 states are also
converted automatically to LP100, LP001, LP000 respectively, when
used in the C-PHY Editor plug-in.

2 A pattern file (Video480pPRBSPat.ptrn) has been introduced in the
Data block, which contains the pattern that is associated with the
video data. The pattern file is different from a data file.

By making these minor alterations, the sequence file can be readily used
for the 3-wire state of the C-PHY Editor.

Conceptually, the structure of the sequence file contains the following
information:

• LP Blocks: The format for an LP Block is LPxyzNn; where x, y and z can
be either 0 or 1, depending on the desired LP state. n represents the
number of LP states. LP state in the format LP<LP state 00, 01, 10, 11,
0001,..., 110 or 111>[<LP state 00, 01, 10, 11, 0001,..., 110 or 111] is
only available in the Manual LP Framing mode and for LP pattern. It
al lows to def ine a sequence of LP states in one statement.
LP110100101 is such an example.

• Blocks and Sequences: Each block can comprise multiple sub-blocks
(1 to n). Sub-blocks can be used in multiple blocks. In the sequence,
blocks can be used as often as needed. Within the sequence, the
LoopTo expression starts an infinite loop from a certain block to the last
block. If no LoopTo expression is specified, an infinite loop is created
from block 1 to the last block. The block definitions may contain the
following data:

• LP00, LP01, LP10, LP11, LP000, ... ,LP101, LP 110, LP111 for a
single LP state.

• LPB''<filename>'': for generating LP data specified in the file with
the name <filename>. The file should be in the same folder as the
sequence file.

• LP<00, 01, 10, 11, 0001,..., 110 or 111>N<number of bits>: The LP
state is sent for <number of HS bits> times.

• LP<00, 01, 10, 11, 0001,..., 110 or 111>E<number of bits>: The LP
state is sent until the block size reaches the number of HS bits given
in <number of bits>.
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• LPHSE<number of bits>: The block is filled with LP111 states and an
LP-HS transition until the number of HS bits <number of bits> is
reached.

• B"<filename>": used for generating HS data given in the file
<filename>. The file should be in the same folder as the sequence
file. If necessary, an LP to HS transition is generated before the data.
A HS to LP transition is added if the following block is containing LP
states.

• BL<number of blanking bytes>: for generating HS blanking packets
with a number of blanking bytes given in <number of blanking
bytes>. C-PHY long packets (with packet header and packet footer)
for CSI-2 or DSI-2 protocol are generated with payload set to zero.
Please refer to the corresponding protocol specification document
for the High Speed long packet structure.

• P"<filename>": used for generating HS data pattern given in a
pattern file <filename>, which has an extension *.ptrn.

• In any case to each sequence, an LP111 block is added. A LP-HS
transition is added if needed to switch the device into HS mode.
These blocks need not to be added explicitly to the sequence. They
are added automatically for all sequences, i.e. even if a sequence
with pure HS blocks is given.

For conceptual information and to understand the sequence file formats
for CSI and DSI protocols used for waveform generation using the C-PHY
Editor plug-in, refer to the Keysight M8085A MIPI C-PHY Editor User
Guide.

NOTE
1. If blocks are looped, then the beginning of the block
should have the same kind of data mode (LP or HS) as
the block following it, otherwise the block loop will
result in invalid LP to HS transitions.

2. Video Frames which contain LP111 blanking periods
should be rotated so that the block definition always
ends with a LP111E command.

3. If only the header contains LP111 states, the header
b lock  should  end wi th  LPHSE to  s tar t  the  HS
transmission at the end of the header block.
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Activating Triggered Start

In the new version of the C-PHY Editor plug-in, there were no conceptual
changes made for the implementation of Triggered Start.

To configure a trigger sequence on the C-PHY Editor user interface,

• select the Triggered Start check-box in the Data Pattern area.

• select the Low Power state from the drop-down options that must be
used in the initial looped block. See Figure 11.

You may also run SCPI Commands for activating Triggered Start.

Figure 11 Activating Triggered Start on the user interface
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Setting Data Rates and Transition Times

In the new version of the C-PHY Editor user interface, the settings for
(High Speed) HS Symbol Rate and the (Low Power) LP Data Rate are
available in the central panel under the Data Rates & Transition Times
area.

The High Speed Rise-Time and Fall-Time have been replaced by a single
setting called the Transition Time, which is shown as HS TT in Figure 12.
The HS TT setting affects both the High Speed Rise and Fall Times. Along
with HS TT, a new parameter LP TT has been introduced in the new
version of the C-PHY Editor plug-in, which enables you to set the Low
Power Transition Time.

You may enter a value in the respective fields or run the respective SCPI
Commands for setting Data Rates and Transition Times.

Figure 12 Changing the Data Rates & Transition Times on the user interface
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Setting Signal Levels

To change the voltage levels of the signal, click the Signal Levels button in
the Signal Modifications & Impairments area such that the corresponding
settings are visible on the Parameters panel. See Figure 13.

Other than setting values for Signal Levels in the Parameters panel of the
user interface, you may also run the SCPI Commands for setting Signal
Levels.

Figure 13 Setting the Signal Levels
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Setting different signal levels for lanes and lines

To enable support for multiple lanes in one single instance of the C-PHY
Editor plug-in, a new concept has been introduced in the Signal Levels.
On the C-PHY Editor user interface, you may now modify the voltage level
for specific lanes, lines or both while keeping the signal levels for the rest
of the data lanes and lines the same. This feature is helpful especially when
you are running compliance tests on the DUT especially when using the
M8195A configuration, where you may want to understand the impact of
different voltage levels on specific data lanes or wires.

Referring to Figure 13, notice in the Parameters panel that by default,
common voltage levels are assigned for all lines and lanes in a single
instance of the C-PHY Editor plug-in. That is, with the Lane and Line set to
All, the values set for the signal level settings (V_OHHS, V_CPTX, V_OLHS,
V_OH, V_OL) are the same for each data lane and line.

However, for waveform calculation, if required, you can now modify the
voltage levels for specific Lanes, Lines, or both without impacting the
voltage levels on other Lanes or Lines. The C-PHY Editor plug-in saves the
values for the voltage levels that you modify for a certain combination of
Lane and Line and does not change them automatically. However, if you
perform a waveform calculation for All option in Lanes, Lines or both in the
same C-PHY Editor instance, the modified values for specific lanes or lines
are reset to the voltage level values set for the All option in Lanes, Lines or
both.
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To understand this concept in a better manner, consider the following
example:

1 In the Connection Setup section, connect the C-PHY Editor plug-in to
3-Lanes of M8195A AWG.

2 In the Signal Modifications & Impairments section, select Signal
Levels and from the drop-down options for Lane, select a lane whose
signal level you wish to modify.
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3 Similarly, from the drop-down options for Line, select a line whose
signal level you wish to modify.
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4 Modify one or more signal values as per your requirements. Note that
by default, each field contains the compliant values.
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In the following image, the values for V_OHHS and V_CPTX for Lane Data0
and Line Line A have been modified to 250mV and 100mV, respectively.
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5 Repeat step 2 to 4 if you wish to modify the signal level values for other
lanes or lines.

In the following image, the values for V_OHHS, V_CPTX and V_OLHS
for Lane Data1 and Line Line C have been modified to 250mV, 150mV
and 50mV, respectively.
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6 Click Apply to perform a waveform calculation for the second
configuration.
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7 Once the waveform generation is complete on Lane Data1 and Line
Line C with V_OHHS set to 250mV, V_CPTX set to 150mV and V_OLHS
set to 50mV; change the Lane to Data0 and Line to Line A. Notice that
there is no change in the V_OHHS and V_CPTX values that you had
customized for that combination.
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8 However, after modifying the Signal Level values for any combination
of Lane and Line, if you select All for either Lane, Line or both options
and perform a waveform recalculation, the values for specific
combinations of lanes and lines are reset to the values set for the
option All in Lane and Line.
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9 After waveform generation process is complete, change the Lane to
Data0 and Line to Line A. Notice that the values for V_OHHS and
V_CPTX are reset to that set for All Lanes and All Lines.
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10 You may repeat the steps mentioned previously to customize any
voltage level under Signal Levels.

Refer to the Keysight M8085A MIPI C-PHY Editor User Guide to know
more about modifying settings for Signal Levels.
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Setting the PHY Protocol

In the new version of the C-PHY Editor user interface, only three changes
were made to the Protocol settings.

1 Introduction of a Set to default button to reset the Protocol settings to
their default values.

2 The setting for automatic generation of LP to HS transition was
removed. Now, the LP-to-HS and HS-to-LP transit ions are
automatically inserted.

3 The setting for TX-HS-Request Duration was removed. Now,
TX-HS-Request Duration is renamed to LP Pulse Wid th and was
moved from Protocol to the Disturbances settings.

To change the protocol settings, click the Protocol button in the Signal
Modifications & Impairments area such that the corresponding settings
are visible on the Parameters panel. See Figure 14. Other than setting
values for Protocol in the Parameters panel of the user interface, you may
also run the SCPI Commands for setting PHY Protocol.
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Figure 14 Modifying the Protocol settings
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Setting Jitter

In the new version of the C-PHY Editor user interface, you can enable (or
disable) the jitter components without necessarily changing the jitter
amplitude setting. You may also select the specific lane where the jitter
component is to be applied.

To change the jitter settings, click the Jitter button in the Signal
Modifications & Impairments area such that the corresponding settings
are visible on the Parameters panel. Other than setting values for Jitter in
the Parameters panel of the user interface, you may also run the SCPI
Commands for setting Jitter. See Figure 15.

Figure 15 Modifying the Jitter settings
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Setting the Intersymbol Interference (ISI)

No significant changes were made to the ISI settings. To change the ISI
settings, click the Intersymbol Interference button in the Signal
Modifications & Impairments area such that the corresponding settings
are visible on the Parameters panel. See Figure 16. Other than setting
values for Intersymbol Interference in the Parameters panel of the user
interface, you may also run the SCPI Commands for setting InterSymbol
Interference.

Figure 16 Applying the ISI settings
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Setting Disturbances

In the new version of the C-PHY Editor user interface, the e-Spike, HS
Duty Cycle Distortion and the TX-HS-Request Duration, which has been
renamed to LP Pulse Width, are now part of the Disturbances settings. 

The LP Pulse Width for each individual line was removed and the existing
LP Pulse Width is used for all lines.

A new parameter “Use Deembedding File” is added, which applies a 
software filter to compensate impairments of the M8195A output amplifier, 
when this parameter is set to ‘ON’.

To change the Disturbances settings, click the Disturbances button in the
Signal Mod ifications & Impairments area such that the corresponding
settings are visible on the Parameters panel. See Figure 17. Other than
setting values for Disturbances in the Parameters panel of the user
interface, you may also run the SCPI Commands for setting Disturbances.
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Figure 17 Setting Disturbances
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Setting Signal Interference

In the new version of the C-PHY Editor user interface, the Signal
Interference settings have been modified to indicate the lanes, lines, mode
of the interference that is to be introduced along with amplitude and
frequency of the interfering signal. 

By default, the Signal Interference settings is disabled and you can enable
it when the waveform generation must be performed along with an
available interfering signal.

To change the Signal Interference settings, click the Signal Interference
button in the Signal Mod ifications & Impairments area such that the
corresponding settings are visible on the Parameters panel. See Figure 18.
Other than setting values for Signal Interference in the Parameters panel
of the user interface, you may also run the SCPI Commands for setting
Signal Interference.

Figure 18 Setting Signal Interference
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Setting Skew

Generally, the Skew parameters are used to deskew a system and to
compensate for any cable delays. The Skew settings help you to achieve
well deskewed signals at points such as the end of the cable or at the pins
of the DUT.

In the new version of the C-PHY Editor user interface, you may change the
Skew settings for each AWG Channel.

To change the Skew settings, click the Skew button in the Signal
Modifications & Impairments area such that the corresponding settings
are visible on the Parameters panel. See Figure 19. Other than setting
values for Skew in the Parameters panel of the user interface, you may
also run the SCPI Commands for setting Skew.

Figure 19 Changing the Skew settings
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Setting Delay

Delays are applied to stress the device on the tolerance for skews between
either the A, B or C wires and the skew between the data lanes. The values
of Skew, described in the previous section, are used to deskew the system
such that when all values of the delay parameters are set to zero, the
signals are well aligned.

To change the Delay settings, click the Delay button in the Signal
Modifications & Impairments area such that the corresponding settings
are visible on the Parameters panel. See Figure 20. Other than setting
values for Delay in the Parameters panel of the user interface, you may
also run the SCPI Commands for setting Delay.

Figure 20 Modifying the Delay settings
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Setting AWG Output Amplifier

In the new version of the C-PHY Editor plug-in, the optimum values for the
AWG Output Amplifier are automatically calculated, instead of a manual
setting, which was the case in the earlier versions.

In the upcoming versions of the C-PHY Editor plug-in, an additional
setting will be added, which will allow you to define the voltage levels even
when the AWGs are in a Stop state. You may access this setting both via
the user interface and the SCPI Commands for setting AWG output
amplifier levels.
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Setting Embedding and De-Embedding

The Embedding and De-Embedding is currently unavailable but it will be
added in the later releases of the C-PHY Editor plug-in. The ISI settings
can be used to add the influence of a channel. In the future versions, while
the ISI settings will introduce the reference channel for C-PHY, the
Embedding and De-Embedding feature will compensate for the cables and
board traces that connect to the DUT. You may access this setting both via
the user interface and the SCPI Commands for setting Embedding and
De-Embedding.
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Other Settings

Refer to the SCPI Commands for Other Settings.

AUX Channel

Generally, the 2nd Channel of the 2nd AWG Module in the M8190A
configuration or the 4th channel in the M8195A configuration are not used
to generate C-PHY signals. However, it becomes useful at times to have
some data generated on the unused channel for the purposes of
debugging or other miscellaneous functions. For this reason, the new
version of the C-PHY Editor plug-in has introduced the AUX Channel
setting for the unused channel of the M8190A AWG and the M8195A AWG
in the waveform generation user interface of the plug-in. See Figure 21.

Figure 21 AWG Unused Channel setting

As shown in Figure 22, you may click the drop-down options to change the
auxiliary Channel settings: 

i to mirror the data from one of the lines to either Line A, B or C.
Select the desired option.

ii to generate a clock pattern by selecting the option Clock
Pattern.

iii to generate a triggered pattern by selecting the option Pattern
Trigger.

Figure 22 AUX Channel setting drop-down options
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Performing Calibration

For the M8190A AWG, a calibration mechanism is maintained that enables
proper synchronization of the AWG modules.

The Calibrate button has now been moved below the Signal Modifications
& Impairments area. To view the Skew compensation in the Parameters
panel, click the Skew button in the Signal Modifications & Impairments
area. See Figure 23. Other than initiating calibration and observing the
Skews in the user interface, you may also run the SCPI Commands for
performing Calibration.

Figure 23 Skew Calibration for M8190A AWG
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This chapter covers only the modified and newly added SCPI commands,
in accordance with the updated or new features in the new version of the
C-PHY Editor plug-in. Refer to the Keysight M8085A MIPI C-PHY Editor
User Guide for a comprehensive list of SCPI commands for the C-PHY
Editor plug-in.

NOTE
Table 1 shows a list of indicators given in this guide against each SCPI 
command, to identify the impact to each command due to the transition.
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SCPI Commands for connection to instruments

Table 2 lists the SCPI commands from the previous version of MIPI C-PHY
Editor plug-in for instrument connection and configuration along with their
change indicators.

Table 3 lists the SCPI commands in the new version of MIPI C-PHY Editor
plug-in for instrument connection and configuration along with their
syntax, parameters, description and example.

The significant modifications made in this area are:

• Some SCPI commands such as that for AWG sample rate and sample
limit are no longer available because the C-PHY Editor plug-in now
automatically calculates these two parameters based on the Data
Pattern and Data Rate settings.

• Some SCPI commands were added to support features like multi lane
selection in a single instance, number of lanes and a third AWG Module
for the M8195A configuration, where it allows support of up to three
simultaneous lanes.

Table 2 Old SCPI Commands for connection to instruments

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:SAMPlerate[?] Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:SALimit Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:AWGA Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:AWGB Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:AWGModule Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:SYNCmodule:ENABled Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:SYNCmodule:ADDRess Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OSCilloscope Available
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Table 3 New SCPI Commands for connection to instruments

SCPI Command Parameters Description

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OFFLine ON | OFF | 1 | 0 Enables or disables the offline mode

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OFFLine 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OFFLine 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 1
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OFFLine? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OFFLine? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:AWG:MODel M8190 | M8195 AWG model selection

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:AWG:MODel 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:AWG:MODel 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', M8195A
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:AWG:MODel? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:AWG:MODel? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:NLANES LANE1 | LANE2 | LANE3 Number of C-PHY lanes

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:NLANes 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:NLANes 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', LANE2
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:NLANes? 'pluginidentifier
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:NLANes? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:AWGC VISA Address (string format) AWG Module VISA Address for the third lane

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:AWGC 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:AWGC 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 'TCPIP0::121.0.0.1::hislip3::INSTR'
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:AWGC? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:AWGC? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CLKSync VISA Address (string format) AWG Clock Sync Module VISA Address

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CLKSync 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CLKSync 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 'TCPIP0::121.0.0.1::hislip0::INSTR'
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CLKSync? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CLKSync? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OSCilloscope:OFFLine ON | OFF | 1 | 0 Enables or d isables the oscilloscope (only for the
M8190A)

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OSCilloscope:OFFLine 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OSCilloscope:OFFLine 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 1
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OSCilloscope:OFFLine? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OSCilloscope:OFFLine? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OSCilloscope[:ADDRess] VISA Address (string format) Oscilloscope VISA Address (only for the M8190A)
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Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OSCilloscope[:ADDRess] 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OSCilloscope:ADDRess 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', ''TCPIP0::121.0.0.1::inst0::INSTR'
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OSCilloscope[:ADDRess]? 'pluginidentifier
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OSCilloscope? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CONNect[:EXECute] <no parameter> Connects the C-PHY Editor to the instruments

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CONNect[:EXECute] 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CONNect:EXECute 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:DISConnect <no parameter> Disconnects the C-PHY Editor from the instruments

Syntax - PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:DISConnect 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:DISConnect 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CONNect:STATus? <no parameter> States if the Ed itor is currently connected to the
instruments.

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CONNect:STATus? 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CONNect:STATus? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

SCPI Command Parameters Description
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SCPI Command for Waveform generation using Apply

The SCPI Command for Apply must be sent in order to trigger a waveform
calculation/recalculation.

Table 4 New SCPI Command for Waveform generation using Apply

SCPI Command Parameters Description

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:APPLy[:ALL] <no parameter> Triggers a waveform calculation with the current
settings and applies the waveform on the AWGs.
The AWGs are automatically started.

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:APPLy[:ALL] 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:APPLy:ALL 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'
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SCPI Commands for setting Pattern and Sequence

Table 5 lists the SCPI commands from the previous version of MIPI C-PHY
Editor plug-in for pattern and sequence along with their change indicators.

Table 6 lists the SCPI commands in the new version of MIPI C-PHY Editor
plug-in for pattern and sequence along with their syntax, parameters,
description and example.

The significant modifications made in this area are:

• The SCPI commands for pattern modes and complex sequences have
been modified when compared to the older version.

Table 5 Old SCPI Commands for setting Pattern and Sequence

Table 6 New SCPI Commands for setting Pattern and Sequence

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:INIT:PATH Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:LOOP:TYPE Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:LOOP:PATH Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:LOOP:SEED Different Mechanism

SCPI Command Parameters Description

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:MODE PATTern | Burst | PUREhs |
Frames

Configures the Mode. Allows load ing sequence
files, the pattern given in hexadecimal bytes and the
pattern given in l ine states (old C-PHY Ed itor
format).

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:MODE 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:MODE 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', Burst
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:MODE? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:MODE? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:MODe[?] INTerrupted | CONTinuous Changes the run mode of the C-PHY Editor plug-in

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:MODe 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:MODe ‘MIPI C-PHY Editor 1’, CONT
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:MODe? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:MODe? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'
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:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:IDLe[:VOLTAGE][?] AWG idle state voltage 
(double)

Sets the voltage on the AWGs when they are in Stop 
state

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:IDLe:VOLTage 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:IDLe:VOLTage ‘MIPI C-PHY Editor 1’, 5.000e-001
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:IDLe:VOLTage? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:IDLe:VOLTage? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:DATA:FILename File containing the pattern
written in Line states (string
format)

In Pattern Mode

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:DATA:FILename 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:DATA:FILename 'pluginidentifier' 'C:\Users\user1\Documents\Keysight\M8070A\Workspaces\Default\
Factory\Settings\C-PHY\CPHY_Pattern1.ptrn'
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:DATA:FILename? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:DATA:FILename? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:HSData:FILename F i l e  c o n t a i n i n g  t h e  H S
pattern in hexadecimal bytes
(string format)

In Burst/Pure HS Mode

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:HSData:FILename 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:HSData:FILename 'pluginidentifier' 'C:\Users\user1\Documents\Keysight\M8070A\Workspaces\Default\
Factory\Settings\C-PHY\CPHY_HS_Pattern1.dat'
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:HSData:FILename? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:HSData:FILename? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:HSData[:BYTes] HS pattern in hexadecimal
bytes (string format)

In Burst/Pure HS Mode

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:HSData[:BYTes] 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:HSData 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', '0xE7, 0xE7, 0xE7, 0xE7'
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:HSData[:BYTes]? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:HSData:BYTes? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:LPData:FILename F i l e  c o n t a i n i n g  t h e  L P
pattern in hexadecimal bytes
(string format)

In Burst Mode

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:LPData:FILename 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:LPData:FILename 'pluginidentifier' 'C:\Users\user1\Documents\Keysight\M8070A\Workspaces\Default\
Factory\Settings\C-PHY\CPHY_LP_Pattern1.dat'
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:LPData:FILename? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:LPData:FILename? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:LPData[:BYTes] LP pattern in hexadecimal
bytes (string format)

In Burst Mode

SCPI Command Parameters Description
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Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:LPData[:BYTes] 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:LPData 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1','0xE7, 0xE7, 0xE7, 0xE7'
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:LPData[:BYTes]? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:LPData:BYTes? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:SEQuence[:FILename] File containing the sequence
(string format)

In Frames Mode

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:SEQuence[:FILename] 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:SEQuence:FILename 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 'C:\Users\user1\Documents\Keysight\M8070A\Workspaces\
Default\Factory\Settings\C-PHY\CPHY_SeqFile.seq'
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:SEQuence[:FILename]? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:SEQuence? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:PROTocol CSI | DSI Sets the CSI or the DSI protocol

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:PROTocol 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:PROTocol 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', CSI
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:PROTocol? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:PROTocol? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:PATTern[:MODe][?] TRIGger | CLOCk | AMIRror |
BMIRror | CMIRror | OFF

Enables output of a pattern on the AWG auxiliary
channel

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:PATTern[:MODe] 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:PATTern:MODe 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', AMIRror
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:PATTern[:MODe]? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:PATTern:MODe? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:VOLTage:AMPLitude[?] A u x  C h a n n e l  v o l t a g e
(double)

Sets the voltage amplitude on the AWG auxil iary
channel

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:VOLTage:AMPLitude 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:VOLTage:AMPLitude 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 8.000e-001
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:VOLTage:AMPLitude? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:VOLTage:AMPLitude? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:VOLTage:OFFSet[?] Aux Channel offset (double) Sets the vol tage offset on the AWG auxil iary
channel

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:VOLTage:OFFSet 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:VOLTage:OFFSet 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 1.000e+000
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:VOLTage:OFFSet? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:VOLTage:OFFSet? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

SCPI Command Parameters Description
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SCPI Commands for activating Triggered Start

Table 7 lists the SCPI commands from the previous version of MIPI C-PHY
Editor plug-in for activating Triggered Start along with their change
indicators.

Table 8 lists the SCPI commands in the new version of MIPI C-PHY Editor
plug-in for Triggered Start along with their syntax, parameters, description
and example.

The significant modifications made in this area are:

• Two SCPI commands were changed to improve the association of the
Triggered Start with the Data Pattern.

Table 7 Old SCPI Commands for activating Triggered Start

Table 8 New SCPI Commands for activating Triggered Start

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:STAMode Different SCPI

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:TRIGger:STARt Different SCPI

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:TRIGger[:EXECute] Available

SCPI Command Parameters Description

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:TRIGstart[:ENABle] ON | OFF | 1 | 0 Enables or disables the triggered start.

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:TRIGstart[:ENABle] 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:TRIGstart:ENABle 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', OFF
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:TRIGstart[:ENABle]? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:TRIGstart? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:TRIGstart:PATTern LP000 | LP111 Low Power state used in the initial looped block.

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:TRIGstart:PATTern 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:TRIGstart:PATTern 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', LP111
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:TRIGstart:PATTern? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:TRIGstart:PATTern? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'
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SCPI Commands for setting Data Rates and Transition Times

Table 9 and Table 10 lists the SCPI commands from the previous version of
MIPI C-PHY Editor plug-in for setting Data Rates and HS Fall and Rise
Times respectively along with their change indicators.

Table 11 and Table 12 lists the SCPI commands in the new version of MIPI
C-PHY Editor plug-in for setting Data Rates and Transition Times along
with their syntax, parameters, description and example.

The significant modifications made in this area are:

• The old and the new SCPI commands for Data Rates have a one-to-one
correspondence.

• The SCPI commands to set HS Rise and Fall Times were replaced by
one SCPI command to set the HS Transition Time for both Rise and Fall
Times.

• A new SCPI command was added to control the Transition Time for the
Low Power mode.

Table 9 Old SCPI Commands for setting Data Rates

Table 10 Old SCPI Commands for setting HS Fall and Rise Times

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:SYMRate Different SCPI

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:SYMRate Available

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:HSRTime Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:HSFTime Different Mechanism
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Table 11 New SCPI Commands for setting Data Rates

Table 12 New SCPI Commands for setting Transition Times

SCPI Command Parameters Description

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:DATRate Data Rate (double) Low Power Data Rate

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:DATRate 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:DATRate 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 1.000e+007
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:DATRate? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:DATRate? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

SCPI Command Parameters Description

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:TT Transition Time (double) High Speed Transition Time

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:TT 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:TT 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 8.200e-011
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:TT? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:TT? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:TT Transition Time (double) Low Power Transition Time

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:TT 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:TT 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 2.000e-009
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:TT? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:TT? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'
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SCPI Commands for setting Signal Levels

Table 13 lists the SCPI commands from the previous version of MIPI C-PHY
Editor plug-in for Signal Levels along with their change indicators.

Table 14 lists the SCPI commands in the new version of MIPI C-PHY Editor
plug-in for Signal Levels along with their syntax, parameters, description
and example.

The significant modifications made in this area are:

• The SCPI commands to set the Termination Voltage and Resistor were
removed.

• One SCPI command is introduced to choose the line instead of running
separate SCPI commands for each line as was the case in the older
version.

Table 13 Old SCPI Commands for setting Signal Levels

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:VOLTage:HIGH Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:VOLTage:LOW Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:VOLTage:A:HIGH Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:VOLTage:A:LOW Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:VOLTage:B:HIGH Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:VOLTage:B:LOW Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:VOLTage:C:HIGH Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:VOLTage:C:LOW Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:TERMination:VOLTage Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:TERMination:RESistor Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:A:HIGH Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:A:MID Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:A:LOW Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:B:HIGH Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:B:MID Different Mechanism
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Table 14 New SCPI Commands for setting Signal Levels

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:B:LOW Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:C:HIGH Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:C:MID Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:C:LOW Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:TERMination:VOLTage Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:TERMination:RESistor Deprecated

SCPI Command Ind icator

SCPI Command Parameters Description

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:VOLTage:LANE ALL | DATA0 | DATA1 | DATA2 Lane in which the voltage levels will be applied.

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:VOLTage:LANE 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:VOLTage:LANE 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', ALL
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:VOLTage:LANE? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:VOLTage:LANE? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:VOLTage:LINE ALL | A | B | C Line in which the voltage levels will be applied.

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:VOLTage:LINE 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:VOLTage:LINE 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', ALL
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:VOLTage:LINE? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:VOLTage:LINE? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:HIGH Voltage (double) High Speed high level voltage, VOHHS

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:HIGH 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:HIGH 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 0.006
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:HIGH? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:HIGH? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:MID Voltage (double) High Speed mid level voltage, VCPTX

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:MID 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:MID 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 0.003
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:MID? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:MID? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:LOW Voltage (double) High Speed low level voltage, VOLHS
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Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:LOW 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:LOW 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 0.002
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:LOW? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:LOW? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EQUalization[:VALue] Transmitter Equal ization
value in dB (double)

Sets the Transmitter Equalization value.

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EQUalization[:VALue] 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EQUalization:VALue 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', -3
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EQUalization[:VALue]? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EQUalization:VALue? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

SCPI Command Parameters Description
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SCPI Commands for setting PHY Protocol

Table 15 lists the SCPI commands from the previous version of MIPI C-PHY
Editor plug-in for Protocol along with their change indicators.

Table 16 lists the SCPI commands in the new version of MIPI C-PHY Editor
plug-in for Protocol along with their syntax, parameters, description and
example.

The significant modifications made in this area are:

• The SCPI command for the automatic generation of LP to HS transition
setting was removed. Now, the LP to HS and HS to LP transitions are
automatically inserted.

• The SCPI command for TX-HS-Request Duration setting was removed. 

Table 15 Old SCPI Commands for setting Protocol

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:TRANsition:AUTO Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:REQuest:DURation Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:PREPare:DURation Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:PREAmble:BEGin:PATTern Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:PREAmble:PROGsequence:PATTern Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:PREAmble:END:PATTern Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:SYNCword:PATTern Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:POST:PATTern Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:EXIT:DURation Available
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Table 16 New SCPI Commands for setting Protocol

SCPI Command Parameters Description

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:WAKeup:DURation Time in seconds (double) Time that the transmitter drives a Mark-1 state
prior to a Stop state in order to initiate an exit
from ULPS.

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:WAKeup:DURation 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:WAKeup:DURation 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 1.000e-003
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:WAKeup:DURation? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:WAKeup:DURation? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:INIT:DURation Time in seconds (double) Time that the transmitter drives a Stop State
(LP-111).

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:INIT:DURation 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:INIT:DURation 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 1.000e-006
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:INIT:DURation? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:INIT:DURation? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:SET:DEFault <no parameter> Sets the Protocol settings to the defaul t
values.

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:SET:DEFault 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:SET:DEFault 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'
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SCPI Commands for setting Jitter

Table 17 lists the SCPI commands from the previous version of MIPI C-PHY
Editor plug-in for Jitter along with their change indicators.

Table 18 lists the SCPI commands in the new version of MIPI C-PHY Editor
plug-in for Jitter along with their syntax, parameters, description and
example.

The significant modifications made in this area are:

• New SCPI command were added to enable or disable jitter
components.

• New SCPI command was added to select the lane where the jitter
component must be applied. 

Table 17 Old SCPI Commands for setting Jitter

Table 18 New SCPI Commands for setting Jitter

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITter:SINusoidal:AMPlitude Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITter:SINusoidal:FREQuency Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITter:BUJ:RMS Available

SCPI Command Parameters Description

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:ENABled ON | OFF | 1 | 0 Enables or disables the sinusoidal jitter

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:ENABled 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:ENABled 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 1
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:ENABled? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:ENABled? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:LANE ALL | LANE0 | LANE1 | LANE2 Lane where the sinusoidal j itter is to be
applied

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:LANE 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:LANE 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', ALL
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:LANE? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:LANE? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:ENABled ON | OFF | 1 | 0 Enables or disables the random jitter
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Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:ENABled 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:ENABled 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 0
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:ENABled? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:ENABled? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:LANE ALL | LANE0 | LANE1 | LANE2 Lane where the random jitter is to be applied

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:LANE 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:LANE 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', DATA2
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:LANE? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:LANE? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

SCPI Command Parameters Description
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SCPI Commands for setting InterSymbol Interference

Table 19 lists the SCPI commands from the previous version of MIPI C-PHY
Editor plug-in for ISI along with their change indicators.

Table 19 Old SCPI Commands for setting ISI

No significant modifications were made in this area. However, you must
note that if you enable ISI while multiple lanes are being used, the value
set for ISI is applied on all active lanes.

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ISI:ENABle Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ISI:SCALE Available

:PLUGin:CPHYPlugin:ISI:NUMPorts Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ISI:PATH Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ISI:PATH:A Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ISI:PATH:B Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ISI:PATH:C Available
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SCPI Commands for setting Disturbances

Table 20, Table 21 and Table 23 list the SCPI commands from the previous
version of MIPI C-PHY Editor plug-in for setting Low Power Mode Pulse
Width, Duty Cycle Distortion and e-Spike values, respectively under
Disturbances along with their change indicators.

Table 24 lists the SCPI commands in the new version of MIPI C-PHY Editor
plug-in for setting Disturbances along with their syntax, parameters,
description and example.

The significant modifications made in this area are:

• The old SCPI commands for Low Power Mode Pulse Width were
replaced by a single command for Low Power Pulse Width.

• The old SCPI command for Duty Cycle Distortion (DCD) was maintained
in the new version of the C-PHY Editor plug-in.

• The old SCPI commands for enabling Init and Exit Patterns along with 
setting disturbances on a lane were removed.

• The old SCPI commands to set e-Spike on individual lanes were
removed and now the e-Spike settings are applied on all lines.

• A new SCPI command has been added to enable/disable 
De-embedding File, which is a software filter to compensate for 
impairments of the M8195A output amplifier.

Table 20 Old SCPI Commands for setting Low Power Mode Pulse Wid th

Table 21 Old SCPI Commands for setting Duty Cycle Distortion

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:ENABle:PULSe Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:LOWPower:PULSe:A Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:LOWPower:PULSe:B Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:LOWPower:PULSe:C Different Mechanism

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:HISPeed:DCD Available
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Table 22 Old SCPI Commands for setting Disturbances

Table 23 Old SCPI Commands for setting e-Spike

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DISTurbances:ENABled Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DISTurbances:LANE Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DISTurbances:IPATtern Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DISTurbances:EPATtern Deprecated

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:MODE Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:AREA Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:LLOWintvol Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:LHIGHinvol Available

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:MODE:A Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:AREA:A Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:LLOWintvol:A Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:LHIGHintvol:A Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:MODE:B Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:AREA:B Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:LLOWintvol:B Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:LHIGHintvol:B Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:MODE:C Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:AREA:C Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:LLOWintvol:C Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:LHIGHintvol:C Deprecated
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Table 24 New SCPI Command for setting Low Power Pulse Wid th

Table 25 New SCPI Command for setting Deembedding File

SCPI Command Parameters Description

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPPulse Time in seconds (double) Changes the LP Pulse Width

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPPulse 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPPulse 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 6.00000000000000E-08
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPPulse? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPPulse? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

SCPI Command Parameters Description

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EMBedding[:ENABled[?]] 0 | 1 Enables or Disables the Deembedding File option,
which is used to compensate for impairments.

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EMBedding:ENABled 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin::EMBedding:ENABled 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 1
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin::EMBedding:ENABled? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin::EMBedding:ENABled? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'
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SCPI Commands for setting Signal Interference

Table 26 lists the SCPI commands from the previous version of MIPI C-PHY
Editor plug-in for Signal Interference along with their change indicators.

Table 27 lists the SCPI commands in the new version of MIPI C-PHY Editor
plug-in for Signal Interference along with their syntax, parameters,
description and example.

The significant modifications made in this area are:

• The old SCPI commands have been modified to apply the interfering
signal amplitude and frequency on one or more lanes, one or more lines
or both in either HS, LP or both modes.

Table 26 Old SCPI Commands for setting Signal Interference

Table 27 New SCPI Commands for setting Interference

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HYSTeresis:VOLTage:A Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HYSTeresis:VOLTage:B Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HYSTeresis:VOLTage:C Different Mechanism

SCPI Command Parameters Description

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:ENABled ON | OFF | 1 | 0 Enables or disables the Signal Interference

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:ENABled 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:ENABled 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 0
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:ENABled? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:ENABled? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:LANE ALL | LANE0 | LANE1 | LANE2 Lane selection in which the interference will be
applied

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:LANE 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:LANE 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', LANE1
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:LANE? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:LANE? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:LINE ALL | A | B | C Line selection in which the interference will be
applied
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Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:LINE 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:LINE 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', C
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:LINE? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:LINE? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:MODE BOTH | LPower | HSpeed Mode in which the interference will be applied

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:MODE 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:MODE 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', HSpeed
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:MODE? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:MODE? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:AMPLitude S i g n a l  i n t e r f e re n c e
amplitude in Volts (double)

Amplitude of the signal interference

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:AMPLitude 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:AMPLitude 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 2.000e+000
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:AMPLitude? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:AMPLitude? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:FREQuency S i g n a l  i n t e r f e re n c e
frequency in Hertz (double) 

Frequency of the signal interference

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:FREQuency 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:FREQuency 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 4.000e+008
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:FREQuency? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:FREQuency? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

SCPI Command Parameters Description
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SCPI Commands for setting Skew

Table 28 lists the SCPI commands in the new version of MIPI C-PHY Editor
plug-in for Skew along with their syntax, parameters, description and
example.

The only modification in the new version of the C-PHY Editor plug-in is
that you can run SCPI commands to change the skews for each AWG
Channel.

Table 28 New SCPI Commands for setting Skews

SCPI Command Parameters Description

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGA:CH{1:4} Skew in seconds (double) Allows to set a skew on a channel of the first
AWG Module

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGA:CH{1:4} 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGA:CH3 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 0.000e+000
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGA:CH{1:4}? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGA:CH1? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGB:CH{1:4} Skew in seconds (double) Allows to set a skew on a channel of the
second AWG Module

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGB:CH{1:4} 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGB:CH3 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 0.000e+000
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGB:CH{1:4}? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGB:CH1? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGC:CH{1:4} Skew in seconds (double) Allows to set a skew on a channel of the third
AWG Module

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGC:CH{1:4} 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGC:CH3 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 0.000e+000
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGC:CH{1:4}? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGC:CH1? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'
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SCPI Commands for setting Delay

Table 29 lists the SCPI commands from the previous version of MIPI C-PHY
Editor plug-in for Delay along with their change indicators.

Table 30 lists the SCPI commands in the new version of MIPI C-PHY Editor
plug-in for Delay along with their syntax, parameters, description and
example.

• Different SCPI commands are used in the new version of the C-PHY
Editor plug-in to enable/disable the delay settings and to set the delay
on either one or more lines or one or more lanes.

Table 29 Old SCPI Commands for setting Delay

Table 30 New SCPI Commands for setting Delay

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:SKEW:A Different SCPI

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:SKEW:B Different SCPI

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:SKEW:C Different SCPI

SCPI Command Parameters Description

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:DATa{1:3} Delay in seconds (double) Sets delay on Data0, Data1 or Data2 for the
p a r a m e t e r s  D ATa 1 ,  D ATa 2  o r  D ATa 3 ,
respectively.
The delay is applied in all lines of the specified
Data lane.

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:DATa{1:3} 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:DATa{1:3} 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 0.000e+000
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:DATa{1:3}? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:DATa{1:3}? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa[:ENABLe] ON | OFF | 1 | 0 Enables or disables delay between Lines

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa[:ENABLe] 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa[:ENABLe] 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', OFF
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa[:ENABLe]? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa[:ENABLe]? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LANE ALL | DATA0 | DATA1 | DATA2 Lane in which the delay between the lines will
be applied
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Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LANE 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LANE 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', ALL
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LANE? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LANE? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:A Delay in seconds (double) Sets delay on the A line

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:A 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:A 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 0.000e+000
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:A? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:A? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:B Delay in seconds (double) Sets delay on the B line

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:B 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:B 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 0.000e+000
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:B? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:B? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:C Delay in seconds (double) Sets delay on the C line

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:C 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:C 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 0.000e+000
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:C? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:C? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:APPLy:DELays <no parameter> Appl ies the set delays by trying to use the
hardware resources

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:APPLy:DELays 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:APPLy:DELays'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

SCPI Command Parameters Description
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SCPI Commands for setting AWG output amplifier levels

Table 31 lists the SCPI commands for AWG Output Amplifier that were
removed from the new version of MIPI C-PHY Editor plug-in.

Table 31 Old SCPI Commands for setting AWG output amplifier levels

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:VOLTage:OFFSet Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:VOLTage:AMPlitude Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:VOLTage:TERMination Deprecated
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SCPI Commands for setting Embedding and De-Embedding

Table 32 lists the SCPI commands for Embedding and De-Embedding
Channels to the DUT that will be supported in a future version of MIPI
C-PHY Editor plug-in.

Table 32 Old SCPI Commands for setting Embedd ing and De-Embedd ing

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EMBedding:SPARameter[:STATe] Future Support

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EMBedding:SPARameter:PROFile Future Support

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EMBedding:SPARameter:OPORt Future Support

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EMBedding:SPARameter:IPORt Future Support

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DEMBedding:SPARameter[:STATe] Future Support

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DEMBedding:SPARameter:PROFile Future Support

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DEMBedding:SPARameter:OPORt Future Support

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DEMBedding:SPARameter:IPORt Future Support

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DEMBedding[:SCABle][:STATe] Future Support

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DEMBedding:CHANel[:STATe] Future Support
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SCPI Commands for Other Settings

Table 33 lists the SCPI commands for other settings related to MIPI C-PHY
Editor plug-in.

Table 33 SCPI Commands for Other Settings

Table 34 New SCPI Commands for Other Settings

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:TRIGger:VOLTage:HIGH Future Support

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:TRIGger:VOLTage:LOW Future Support

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RESTart Different SCPI 
Command

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:SEQType Different Mechanism

SCPI Command Parameters Description

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ABORt <no parameter> Aborts the current running operation.

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ABORt 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ABORt 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:NEW <no parameter> Creates a new plug-in instance with the instance
name represented by ‘pluginidentifier'.

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:NEW 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:NEW 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELete <no parameter> D e l e t e s  t h e  s p e c i f i e d  p l u g - i n  i n s t a n c e ,
‘pluginidentifier'.

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELete 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELete 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RESTart <no parameter> Restarts the sequence by stopping and starting the
AWGs.

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RESTart 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RESTart 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RESet <no parameter> Resets the plug-in to its default values.
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Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RESet 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RESet 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:STARt <no parameter> Starts the AWGs and enables the outputs.

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:STARt 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:STARt 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:STOP <no parameter> Stops the AWGs and disables the outputs.

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:STOP 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:STOP 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:STATus? <no parameter> Returns  the  current  s ta tus  o f  a  waveform
calculation or calibration that is in progress.
If ''1'' is returned, it means that some operation is
currently being run by the plug-in.
If ' '0'' is returned, it means no operations is
currently being run.

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:STATus? 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:STATus? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:PROGress? <no parameter> Returns the progress of the current active operation
being run by the plug-in (waveform calculation or
calibration).
The progress return is contained between 0 and 1.

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:PROGress? 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:PROGress? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:MESSage? <no parameter> Returns the current status message of the plug-in.
The possible status messages can be “Running”,
“Finished”, “Not Started”, “Error” and “Stopped”.

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:MESSage? 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:MESSage? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:LOG? <no parameter> Returns the logs for the specified plug-in identifier,
‘pluginidentifier’.

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:LOG? 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:LOG? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:CATalog? <no parameter> Returns the list of created plug-in instances. 

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:CATalog?
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:CATalog?

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PARameters:RESet <no parameter> Resets the parameters to their defaul t values
without causing a waveform calculation.

SCPI Command Parameters Description
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Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PARameters:RESet 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PARameters:RESet 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SMARkers:ALIGn <no parameter> Aligns the AWGs sample markers. This is available
only for M8190A configuration.

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PARameters:RESet 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PARameters:RESet 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

SCPI Command Parameters Description
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SCPI Commands for performing Calibration

Table 35 lists the SCPI commands to initiate Calibration and observe
Skews in the new version of the MIPI C-PHY Editor plug-in.

Table 35 SCPI Commands for performing Cal ibration

Table 36 New SCPI Commands for performing Calibration

SCPI Command Ind icator

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:CALibration Different SCPI Command

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CALibration:PORT Deprecated

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CALibration:DESKew:A Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CALibration:DESKew:B Different Mechanism

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CALibration:DESKew:C Different Mechanism

SCPI Command Parameters Description

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:CALibrate <no parameter> Initial izes the AWGs skews cal ibration. Only
available on the M8190A configuration.

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:CALibrate 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:CALibrate 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CALibrated ON | OFF | 1 | 0 Enables the C-PHY Ed itor to use cal ibrated
values. When this option is enabled, the Editor
checks i f  the C-PHY CTS cal ibrations are
available. If no cal ibrations are available, the
Editor uses uncalibrated values.

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CALibrated 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CALibrated 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', ON
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CALibrated? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CALibrated? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:CALibrated ON | OFF | 1 | 0 Enables or disables the Random Jitter calibrated
values.

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:CALibrated 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:CALibrated 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', ON
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:CALibrated? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:CALibrated? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'
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:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:CALibrated ON | OFF | 1 | 0 Enables or d isables the Sinusoid al  Jitter
calibrated values.

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:CALibrated 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:CALibrated 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', ON
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:CALibrated? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:CALibrated? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:CALibrated ON | OFF | 1 | 0 Enables or d isables the e-Spike cal ibrated
values.

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:CALibrated 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:CALibrated 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', ON
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:CALibrated? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:CALibrated? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:TT:CALibrated ON | OFF | 1 | 0 Enables or d isables the HS Mode cal ibrated
values.

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:TT:CALibrated 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:TT:CALibrated 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 1
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:TT:CALibrated? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:TT:CALibrated? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:TT:CALibrated ON | OFF | 1 | 0 Enables or d isables the LP Mode cal ibrated
values.

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:TT:CALibrated 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:TT:CALibrated 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 1
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:TT:CALibrated? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:TT:CALibrated? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:HISPeed:DCD:CALibrated ON | OFF | 1 | 0 Enables or d isables the eHS DCD cal ibrated
values

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:HISPeed:DCD:CALibrated 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:HISPeed:DCD:CALibrated', MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 1
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:HISPeed:DCD:CALibrated? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:HISPeed:DCD:CALibrated? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LEVels:CALibrated ON | OFF | 1 | 0 Enables or disables the use of the calibrations of
the vol tage level s (when cal ibrat ions are
available)

Syntax1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LEVels:CALibrated 'pluginidentifier', <parameter>
Example1 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LEVels:CALibrated'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 1
Syntax2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LEVels:CALibrated? 'pluginidentifier'
Example2 - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LEVels:CALibrated? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

SCPI Command Parameters Description
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New SCPI Commands

Table 37 lists only those commands that have been introduced in the new
version of the MIPI C-PHY Editor plug-in. Refer to the Keysight M8085A
MIPI C-PHY Editor User Guide to view the entire set of SCPI commands
available in the new version.

Table 37 New SCPI Commands

New SCPI Commands

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OFFLine”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:AWG:MODel”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:NLANES”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:AWGC”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CLKSync”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OSCilloscope:OFFLine”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:OSCilloscope[:ADDRess]”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CONNect[:EXECute]”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:DISConnect”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CONNect:STATus?”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:APPLy[:ALL]”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:MODe[?]”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:IDLe[:VOLTAGE][?]”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:MODE”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:DATA:FILename”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:HSData:FILename”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:HSData[:BYTes]”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:LPData:FILename”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:LPData[:BYTes]”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:SEQuence[:FILename]”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:PROTocol”
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“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:PATTern[:MODe][?]”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:VOLTage:AMPLitude[?]”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:AUX:CHANnel:VOLTage:OFFSet[?]”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:TRIGstart[:ENABle]”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PATTern:TRIGstart:PATTern”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:DATRate”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:TT”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:TT”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:VOLTage:LANE”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:VOLTage:LINE”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:HIGH”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:MID”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:VOLTage:LOW”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EQUalization[:VALue]”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:WAKeup:DURation”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:INIT:DURation”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PROTocol:SET:DEFault”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:ENABled”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:LANE”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:ENABled”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:LANE”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPPulse”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EMBedding[:ENABled[?]]”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:ENABled”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:LANE”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:LINE”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:MODE”

New SCPI Commands
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“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:AMPLitude”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:INTerference:FREQuency”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGA:CH{1:4}”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGB:CH{1:4}”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SKEW:AWGC:CH{1:4}”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:DATa{1:3}”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa[:ENABLe]”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LANE”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:A”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:B”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELAy:INTRa:LINE:C”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:APPLy:DELays”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ABORt”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:NEW”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:DELete”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RESTart”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RESet”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:STARt”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:STOP”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:STATus?”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:PROGress?”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:MESSage?”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:LOG?”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:CATalog?”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:PARameters:RESet”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:CALibrate”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LINK:CALibrated”

New SCPI Commands
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Non-blocking SCPI Commands

Following commands in Table 38 come under the category of
non-blocking SCPI commands.

Table 38 Non-blocking SCPI commands

A non-blocking command is one that runs asynchronously when you enter
the command request. You must use other methods to achieve
synchronization. After requesting a non-blocking SCPI command, you
must  run  a  query  on  the  SCPI  Ed i tor  to  check  the  progress
(:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:PROGress?) and to obtain the run status
(:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RUN:STATus?). If the progress is not 100% (where
100% is represented as 1.000000000E+00) and if the run status is 1, it

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:BUJ:CALibrated”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:JITTer:SINusoidal:CALibrated”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ESPike:CALibrated”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:HSMode:TT:CALibrated”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:TT:CALibrated”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:IMPairments:HISPeed:DCD:CALibrated”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LEVels:CALibrated”

“:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SMARkers:ALIGn”

New SCPI Commands

Non-blocking SCPI commands Syntax and Example

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:APPLy[:ALL] Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:APPLy[:ALL] 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:APPLy 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:CALibrate
(used only for M8190A)

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:CALibrate 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:CALibrate 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SMARkers:ALIGn
(used only for M8190A)

Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SMARkers:ALIGn 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:SMARkers:ALIGn 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:APPLy:DELays Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:APPLy:DELays 'pluginidentifier'
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:APPLy:DELays 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RESet Syntax - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RESet
Example - :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:RESet
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means that the Editor is still processing the non-blocking command
request. Running non-blocking commands does not allow parallel
processing, that is, only one non-blocking command is processed at a
given time.

To stop a non-blocking command from running further, enter a request for
the abort command (:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ABORt).

For example, 

1 Run the non-blocking command :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:APPLy to
initiate the process of waveform calculation.

2 Since the non-blocking command runs asynchronously, if you switch
to the C-PHY Editor, notice that the process of waveform calculation is
running and you cannot simultaneously run any other command on the
SCPI Editor.

3 Run the :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:ABORt command if you wish to stop the
:PLUGin:CPHYplugin:APPLy command.
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Remote Queries to find Parameter ranges (maximum and minimum limits)

The C-PHY Editor plug-in consists of several parameters, where you may 
define a value only within a permissible range. The C-PHY Editor plug-in 
automatically configures the ranges for such parameters based on certain 
options you may select on the user interface or remotely.

On the C-PHY Editor plug-in GUI, you may simply hover the mouse cursor 
over a specific parameter’s value field to find its maximum and minimum 
permissible values. However, when working remotely, you may have to 
check the permissible ranges before configuring the value of a parameter.

While running a query for a parameter returns its current value, you can 
add the MAX and MIN identifiers in your query (separated by a comma 
after the plug-in identifier) to find the maximum and minimum value, 
respectively, for that parameter.

Consider the following examples to understand how to use these 
identifiers:

1 Checking TX EQ parameter range under Signal Levels:

Running the :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EQUalization[:VALue]? query 
returns the current value configured for the TX EQ parameter under 
Signal Levels.

->  :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EQUalization:VALue? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

<-  0.00000000000000E+00

To find the maximum value allowed for the TX EQ parameter, add the 
MAX identifier to the query separated by a comma.

->  :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EQUalization:VALue? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 
MAX

<-  0.00000000000000E+00

Similarly, to find the minimum value allowed for the TX EQ parameter, 
add the MIN identifier to the query separated by a comma.

->  :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EQUalization:VALue? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 
MIN

<-  -1.00000000000000E+01

When converted from the scientific notation to numeric values, the 
maximum and minimum limit for the TX EQ parameter are 0dB to 
-10dB.

You may now configure the value for the TX EQ parameter remotely 
using :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:EQUalization[:VALue] command within the 
permissible values.
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2 Checking LP Data Rate parameter range under Data Rates & 
Transition Times:

Running the :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:DATRate? query returns 
the current value configured for the LP Data Rate parameter under 
Data Rates & Transition Times.

->  :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:DATRate? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1'

<-  5.00000000000000E+07

To find the maximum value allowed for the LP Data Rate parameter, 
add the MAX identifier to the query separated by a comma.

->  :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:DATRate? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', 
MAX

<-  1.50000000000000E+08

Similarly, to find the minimum value allowed for the LP Data Rate 
parameter, add the MIN identifier to the query separated by a comma.

->  :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:DATRate? 'MIPI C-PHY Editor 1', MIN

<-  5.00000000000000E+06

When converted from the scientific notation to numeric values, the 
maximum and minimum limit for the LP Data Rate parameter are 5 
Mb/s to 150 Mb/s.

You may now configure the value for the LP Data Rate parameter 
remotely using :PLUGin:CPHYplugin:LPMode:DATRate command 
within the permissible values.

Therefore, to find out the permissible ranges for parameters with numeric 
values, add the MAX and MIN identifiers in your query (separated by a 
comma after the plug-in identifier) to find the maximum and minimum 
value, respectively, for that parameter.
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